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p A L I m p S E S T S  A N D  K E E N E r  S O u N D S

Marta Soares

The table wasn’t round; it was a rectangle, yet it felt like a circle, 

inviting us to explore the world through the kaleidoscopic lens of 

poetry. I often find myself in this classroom, “Sala de Seminários 

do IENA”, when I think about professor maria Irene and how it all 

began – my interest in American Studies, my craving for poetry, my 

deep admiration for my professor and advisor, for her remarkable 

encyclopedic knowledge, her rare zeal for detail, but especially her 

kindness and wit. 

Those fortunate enough to know professor maria Irene personally 

are certainly aware of her dislike of excessive praise and applause. 

Yet, my words spring from an immense respect and, above all, 

gratitude for having been fortunate enough to have found such a 

generous guide and spirited friend.

The table wasn’t round, yet it felt like a circle. Returning to 

“Sala dos Seminários” is an inevitable exercise of (mis)remembering, 

scratching the layers of a palimpsest made of cryptic words, soft 

old books, inquisitive young minds, carefully penned notes, and the 

commanding, yet kind presence of professor maria Irene. poetry, with 

its “ghostlier demarcations, keener sounds,” as superbly phrased by 

Wallace Stevens, was here a serious matter, a volatile gateway leading 

to knowledge and, more important, to never ending questions.
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The table wasn’t round; it was a rectangle, yet it felt like a spiral: 

Emily Dickinson’s volcanoes, William carlos Williams’s American 

grain, Hart crane’s “steeled cognizance,” marianne moore’s feigned 

dislike of poetry, H.D.’s “thousand -petalled lily,” perpetually unfolding. 
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